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ENDLESS POSSIBILITIESIMAGINATION REQUIRED
The design of your economy is way to reinforce the values of your characters
and build their world. Economies are created by choosing and combining
various mechanisms to achieve a goal. Each choice is an opportunity to add
a layer of context into your narrative because each choice is determined by 
what your world gives value. A well-organized system will be mostly invisble,
but will order the lives of those within its structure. Use the framework 
provided below to guide creation of your economic system. But before you do… 

Let’s talk about magic. The process
of cooperative production gives us 
a surplus called Division of Labor
returns. When work is divided, the
outcome is more than would be 
possible alone. Thus, all economies
             are inherently social. 
  

But wait! There’s more! 
Ownership is key.
It has the power to
determine who has the
agency to make a decision
about what happens. Look for
key moments to choose below! 
  

RESOURCES + PRODUCTION + ALLOCATION = ECONOMY
Not all social activities fall into
this structure or benefit from the
magic of Division of Labor returns.  
  

Tools
are also
products

Not all
production
activities
give DoL
returns
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Each of your selections is a mechanism. There are many,
many possible mechanisms and combinations. Imagination
is required to create your economy. Remember - ownership
will give your characters agency within their world.  

CHOOSE YOUR OWN ECONOMY

RESOURCES

Consider your answers to the prompts in each category to build your system. 

Who gets to use the resource?

Appropriation implies
exclusions

Who has agency to decide sustainability?

A Household
A subset of Households

Co-ops    Commons    Shareholders

The State - A central authority representing
        all Households

PRODUCTION

The transformation of resources into goods
ultimately consumed by Households

Intermediate Goods - products
consumed by production 

Final Goods - consumed
directly by Households

Who owns the surplus from
the returns of Division of Labor?

Who owns the natural resource
inputs to production?

Who owns the equipment and 
tools used in production?

Who owns the production process itself,
deciding what is produced and how?

CONSUMPTION

Primary Consumption - direct consumption
of a natural resource

Intermediate Consumption -
resouces used in production

Final Consumption -
used by Households

How are goods allocated?

       Exchanges    Shares             Common
distribution

by central authority

Gifting Barter Markets
Coincidence

of wants
Requires mediums 

of exchange

Money    CreditRequires
a store of

value and a 
unit of

accounting

How are goods distributed?

Transport   Depot   StoragePossible owner personae


